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ABSTRACT

Background Countries with a similar expenditure on healthcare within Europe exhibit differences in lung cancer survival. Survival in lung cancer was studied in 2001—2004 in England, Norway and Sweden.

Methods Nationwide cancer registries in England, Norway and Sweden were used to identify 250 828 patients with lung cancer from England, 18 386 from Norway and 24 886 from Sweden diagnosed between 1996 and 2004, after exclusion of patients registered through death certificate only or with missing, zero or negative survival times. 5-Year relative survival was calculated by application of the period approach. The excess mortality between the countries was compared using a Poisson regression model.

Results In all subcategories of age, sex and follow-up period, the 5-year survival was lower in England than in Norway and Sweden. The age-standardised survival estimates were 6.5%, 9.3% and 11.3% for men and 8.4%, 13.5% and 15.9% for women in the respective countries in 2001—2004. The difference in excess risk of dying between the countries was predominantly confined to the first year of follow-up. The relative excess risk ratio during the first 3 months of follow-up comparing England with Norway 2001—2002 of 8.4% in the UK, 11.2% in Norway and 13.9% in Sweden. Between 1990 and 1994, and 2000 and 2002 there was a relative improvement in survival of 20—55% in Norway and Sweden, but <10% in the UK.

We studied patterns of relative survival during 2001—2004 in patients with lung cancer diagnosed in 1996—2004 in England, Norway and Sweden. These three countries have a similar expenditure on healthcare, and all have population-based cancer registration systems. We were particularly interested in identifying the periods of follow-up where the major differences in survival between the countries occur, and in studying the impact on survival of age at diagnosis.

METHODS

Cancer registration in England

Data are collected by eight regional cancer registries in England, Norway and Sweden, but <10% in the UK.

We studied patterns of relative survival during 2001—2004 in patients with lung cancer diagnosed in 1996—2004 in England, Norway and Sweden. These three countries have a similar expenditure on healthcare, and all have population-based cancer registration systems. We were particularly interested in identifying the periods of follow-up where the major differences in survival between the countries occur, and in studying the impact on survival of age at diagnosis.

METHODS

Cancer registration in Norway

The Cancer Registry of Norway collects notifications on cancer in the Norwegian population. Hospitals, pathological laboratories, general practitioners and the National Statistics Office (Statistics Norway) are the primary sources, with clinical notifications reported on structured templates and pathology notifications routinely sent to the Registry. Statistics Norway provides information on health service use, hospital activity, and cancer mortality in Norway.
on the cause of death noted on death certificates, and updates the vital status of all registered persons on a monthly basis. Since 1998 the Registry has received discharge diagnoses for all patients treated for malignant and premalignant conditions in every hospital and outpatient clinic, and these are used as a basis for sending out reminders. Patients are identified through a unique 11-digit personal identification number assigned to all people residing in Norway. Through record linkage, this provides a reliable means of tracking patients and avoiding duplicate registrations. A recent review of data quality showed an estimated completeness of lung cancer registration of 96.9% for 2001–2005.7

Cancer registration in Sweden
The Swedish Cancer Registry covers the entire Swedish population. It is compulsory for every healthcare provider to report newly detected cancers at clinical, morphological or other laboratory examination, and for those diagnosed at autopsy. The Registry receives one report from the laboratory examinations and one from the clinical department. The primary data are collected at a Regional Cancer Registry, which is responsible for coding, verification and correction. Cases without cancer notification according to the above requirements, but reported to the Cause of Death Registry (cases denoted as DCO, death certificate only, and DCN, death certificate notification), are not included in the Swedish Cancer Registry. Patients are identified through an individually unique identification number assigned to all people residing in Sweden, allowing for record linkage, and means of tracking patients and avoiding duplicates. Cancer registration was validated for the year 1998 against the Swedish Hospital Discharge Registry and indicated a 6% under-reporting of lung cancer, more pronounced in elderly patients without a histopathological diagnosis and not actively treated.5

Statistical methods
Patients with lung cancer diagnosed between 1996 and 2004 were identified from the national registries of the three countries. We excluded all DCO cases from Norway and England, and patients with either a missing or zero survival time, or a negative survival time as a result of erroneous reporting dates. In the Norwegian data there was evidence of a preference for day 1 of the month to be set as the day of diagnosis: ~15% of cases contributing follow-up in the period 2001–2004 were registered to the first day of the month. To reduce bias due to this effect, the day of diagnosis was changed from day 1 to day 15 of the month for Norwegian patients diagnosed in years where the proportion of patients originally recorded as being diagnosed on day 1 was more than twice the expected proportion (1996–2003). We then assigned a survival of 1 day to those cases that acquired a zero or negative survival time as a result of this procedure. There was no such digit preference in the English or Swedish data, and original dates were used.

5-Year relative survival was calculated as the ratio of the observed survival in the study population to the expected survival of the background population,9 the latter derived from life tables of age-and sex-specific death rates for England, Norway and Sweden. Up to 5 years of follow-up during 2001–2004 were analysed by application of the period approach suggested by Brenner and Gefeller.10 Using this approach, the estimates are based on the survival times of patients diagnosed in 1996–2004, although only the person-time at risk and events (death or censoring) occurring during 2001–2004 are taken into account. Four different follow-up intervals were considered: 0–3 months, 3 months–1 year, 1–2 years and 2–5 years.

Plots of the excess number of deaths per 100 person-years—that is, the difference between the observed number of deaths and the expected number of deaths, by country, sex, age group and follow-up interval—were produced. Thereafter, the excess mortality rate was modelled separately for men and women, using the Poisson regression model of Dickman et al.11 with follow-up interval, age at diagnosis and country as explanatory factors. In order to assess the relative excess mortality between countries across follow-up intervals and age groups, interaction terms were included in the model. The model fit was verified by residual analysis, and by evaluating the deviance of the model and the corresponding degrees of freedom, against the $\chi^2$ distribution on the same number of degrees of freedom.

Relative survival analysis was performed with the statistical software package Stata12 using the procedure strs developed by Paul Dickman. Further analyses were performed using the R statistical software package.15

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics
We identified 282 142 patients from England, 19 013 from Norway and 26 722 from Sweden diagnosed with lung cancer between 1996 and 2004. The proportion of patients with DCOs in England (6.8%) was greater than in Norway (1.0%), whereas in Sweden this source is not used. In England, Norway and Sweden there were 4.3%, 2.3% and 6.9% of patients, respectively, with a missing, negative or zero survival time. After exclusion of these cases, 250 828 patients from England, 18 386 from Norway and 24 886 from Sweden were available for analysis (figure 1). In all three countries there were more men than women with lung cancer, the proportion of men varying between 57.8% in Sweden and 63.3% in Norway. A larger proportion of patients were over 70 in England (58.2%) as compared with Norway (50.3%) and Sweden (47.9%). In all countries together, ~65% of patients were aged 60–79 (table 1).

5-Year cumulative relative survival
In all subcategories of age and sex, 5-year cumulative survival was lower in England than in Norway and Sweden (table 2). 5-Year cumulative survival was broadly similar in Norway and Sweden in the younger age groups, but for patients over 60 in Norway survival was intermediate between that in England and Sweden. The absolute differences in 5-year survival between Sweden and England were similar over age groups. Women had a better survival than men in all strata of age and country, and the sex-specific differences were greater (in absolute terms) in younger than in older patients. In the sex-specific comparisons between the countries, the absolute differences were larger among women than among men (table 2).

Excess deaths per 100 person-years by age group and follow-up interval
When the comparisons between the countries were stratified by follow-up interval and age group, the absolute rates of and the differences in the excess risk of dying were much greater during the first year—and most markedly the first 3 months—of follow-up. The differences between the countries were evident across all age groups, with the exception that Norway and Sweden converged among younger age groups (figure 2). Separate analyses by sex gave results very similar to the analysis of all patients combined (data not shown). Table 3 illustrates the same comparison in relative terms, showing the ratios of excess risk of death in the different countries. The differences were not confined to any specific age group and were most marked during...
the early follow-up period, diminishing notably after 2 years for men, but less so for women. The largest differences were between England and the other two countries. Differences between Norway and Sweden were smaller and were mainly confined to 3 months follow-up and to older patients (table 3).

Investigation of potential registration artefact phenomenon
To investigate whether the registration routine in England systematically shortens registered survival times by going backwards from the date of death in search of information in some cases, rather than forwards from the first pathology report, we linked patients with a lung cancer death during the first year of follow-up in England to a hospital inpatient register available from 1997 to 2005, in order to obtain the first known date of a lung cancer diagnosis in an alternative way. This analysis did not materially alter the survival estimates for the English patients.

Effect of digit preference in Norwegian diagnosis dates
Two additional analyses were performed to assess the impact of the coding of day of diagnosis in the Norwegian cases on estimated survival: keeping the original registered date, and moving the day of diagnosis to day 28 for all patients registered to day 1. These analyses produced very similar results to the main analysis.

Table 1 Characteristics of included patients with lung cancer, in the period 1996—2004, in England, Norway and Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (%)</td>
<td>n = 250,828</td>
<td>n = 183,866</td>
<td>n = 248,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>154,151 (61.5)</td>
<td>116,473 (63.3)</td>
<td>143,911 (57.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>96,677 (38.5)</td>
<td>67,393 (36.7)</td>
<td>104,955 (42.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First quartile</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group at diagnosis (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–49</td>
<td>8824 (3.5)</td>
<td>955 (5.2)</td>
<td>1182 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>30,164 (12.0)</td>
<td>3062 (16.7)</td>
<td>4324 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>65,978 (26.3)</td>
<td>5114 (27.8)</td>
<td>7473 (30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–79</td>
<td>98,257 (39.2)</td>
<td>6699 (36.4)</td>
<td>9926 (35.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>47,805 (19.0)</td>
<td>2556 (13.9)</td>
<td>2981 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION
We have found substantial differences in survival between the three countries after a diagnosis of lung cancer, with the worst outcomes observed in England in all age groups. The 5-year relative survival was similar in Norway and Sweden in younger patients, but diverged in patients over 60. The largest differences occurred early in the follow-up. The absolute differences between countries tended to be greater among women, and women generally had a better prognosis.

The number of deaths was large, and all three countries have good background population data to enable the calculation of relative survival. The methods of registration are well defined for the three registries, and all contain cases verified morphologically, as well as clinically only. The main difference between the countries is that the English data rely more on finding cases via death registration. This can create two biases. First, the English registration process may miss some patients with a good prognosis. However, in lung cancer, where the great majority of patients have short survival times, this would not severely distort the findings. Secondly, searching retrospectively from the date of death for the date of diagnosis may result in defining the date of a recurrence as the date of primary diagnosis. When we matched the cohort to a hospital inpatient register, the survival estimates were not substantially changed. Again, this potential problem would tend to be minor in a cancer with short survival times. The absence of death certificate-initiated cases in Sweden may, however, account for some of the differences in survival seen between Norway and Sweden. The problem of under-reporting in Sweden of elderly patients without histopathological diagnosis and not subjected to treatment is likely to be of similar magnitude in England and Norway. The reassignment of date of diagnosis for Norway was shown to have very little impact on the results.

The Swedish Registry has only recently started to collect stage information, while the Norwegian and English registries do not collect and classify stage information in the same way. Thus, we have no information on stage distribution, which may serve to explain major aspects of the variations observed in this study. The most likely explanation for the observation that the differences between the countries appear early during follow-up—although this does not necessarily explain all of the observed difference—is that patients in England more frequently present at a late stage. The low proportions of patients offered surgery (as discussed below) make it implausible that the early
differences are explained in major part by complications of treatment. Late presentation creates a vicious circle: the disease progression is difficult to influence, and the patient’s general condition may prohibit antitumour treatment. There is evidence from national audits that the proportion of patients in stage I is of the order of 15% in England\(^\text{15}\) and 18% in Sweden.\(^\text{16}\) These estimates are, however, sensitive to completeness of reporting of cases and stage, as well as to intensity of diagnostic investigation, which can lead to stage migration.

Differences in management probably explain part of our results. We have no individual information on treatment in this study, but it is estimated that the proportion of patients with lung cancer offered surgery during the study period was 10.2% in England,\(^\text{15}\) as opposed to 16.4% in Norway\(^\text{17}\) and 17% in Sweden.\(^\text{16}\) The corresponding estimates for the proportion of patients not offered any active antitumour treatment are 48%,\(^\text{15}\) 40%,\(^\text{18}\) 19%,\(^\text{16}\) These figures indicate a generally lower treatment activity in England, but the indications for different treatments are dependent on stage and general health status at presentation. Thus we cannot in this analysis reliably quantify the effects of stage and treatment. The study period lies before the introduction of new treatment modalities such as tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Our results suggest that in-depth studies of diagnostic and therapeutic practices may be highly informative. These studies have to be broad in scope; there is substantial regional variation in results within each country, and a comparison including only a few centres may be misleading.\(^\text{20–22}\)

Although the mortality to incidence ratio is close to 1 in all three countries,\(^\text{5}\) lung cancer incidence is higher in England than in Norway and Sweden; world standardised incidence rates for 2000 were 47.6 per 100,000 men in the UK, 35.1 in Norway and 21.4 in Sweden.\(^\text{23}\) The corresponding figures for women were

**Table 2** 5-Year cumulative relative survival, with 95% CIs in parentheses, in England, Norway and Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age 0–49</th>
<th>Age 50–59</th>
<th>Age 60–69</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>14.0 (12.6 to 15.4)</td>
<td>17.8 (16.2 to 19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>17.6 (13.5 to 22.0)</td>
<td>29.3 (23.5 to 35.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>20.3 (15.8 to 25.3)</td>
<td>27.4 (22.8 to 32.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** Excess deaths/100 person-years by country, age and follow-up interval during the period 2001–2004.
Patients with lung cancer exhibit a much higher degree of smoking than the background population, from which the comparison mortality estimates are obtained for relative survival calculations. Since smoking is also a strong risk factor for other fatal diseases, a high prevalence of smoking in a cohort of patients with cancer may result in relative survival overestimating the force of cancer mortality in that group. If the proportion of smokers among patients with lung cancer is higher in England than in Norway and Sweden, and the smokers in England have, on average, smoked more heavily and for a longer duration, this could have influenced our results. However, lung cancer in itself has such a severe prognosis that the force of competing mortality from smoking-related disease is likely to be small. Yet, patients heavily exposed to smoking may have sufficiently high levels of co-morbidity as to preclude lung resection, radiotherapy or chemotherapy.

We were not able to compare histopathological types, but there is no marked difference in their distribution in England compared with other European countries, and any difference in distribution of histopathological type would have to be large in order to explain any substantial part of our results, since the differences in survival by histopathological type are modest.

A better survival among women than men is substantiated in many prognostic studies. Different behaviour of smoking-induced cancer, differing effects of exposure to smoking, different awareness of and response to health messages, and differences in response to treatment by sex may be contributing factors.

Our data have shown that there are clinically relevant differences in lung cancer survival between three countries with similar national expenditure on health and similar healthcare systems. The main threat to the validity of our results is a higher proportion of cancer registrations in England triggered by a death certificate. However, this potential problem is likely to be limited for a disease with generally short survival times, and our own analysis of this potential bias indicated that it did not explain the results to any substantial degree. The finding that the differences are confined mainly to early in the follow-up is important from several perspectives. First, it points towards the need for detailed studies to determine the reasons for this. Secondly, it suggests that access to healthcare and population awareness are important drivers of these differences. However, we cannot exclude that differences in treatment activity—related or not to co-morbidity—play a role. Thirdly, it indicates that improvements to healthcare systems are likely to result in early improvements in survival in future patient cohorts.
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Changes in the DENND1B gene increase the risk of childhood asthma

Previous studies have shown associations between asthma and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the 17q12 chromosome, but the risk associated with these SNPs is low.

This study used children of European ancestry as a ‘discovery set’. Genome-wide association identified several SNPs in the 1q31.3 region associated with childhood onset asthma (typical OR 0.65; 95% CI 0.54 to 0.73). The earlier the onset of asthma, the higher the prevalence of risk alleles. These findings were replicated in a different group of European origin. The same locus was associated with asthma in an African-American cohort, but in these children the alleles associated with asthma were the opposite alleles to those in the European subjects. This may be related to modifying effects of other genes, or differences in linkage disequilibrium.

The SNPs with the strongest effect were within the intron of the DENND1B gene. This gene is expressed in dendritic cells and activated T cells and modulates the type 1/type 2 helper T cell response.

It seems likely that changes in the DENND1B gene alter the risk of childhood asthma. However, the risk attributable to this gene is low—the protective allele frequency of the strongest associated SNP was 15.2% in patients with asthma and 22.2% in controls. Single genes may confer an increased risk of certain asthma phenotypes, but their effect is modified by multiple other genetic and environmental factors.
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